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Introduction
Welcome from the Family Strategic Partnership
How can you tell the story of the families you work with and
the issues they face through social media?
That’s the question this training booklet will help you answer. It
doesn’t matter if you’ve never used Twitter before or if you’ve only
just made it onto Facebook. This booklet offers a jargon-free, basic
and easy to understand guide to social media for voluntary and
community sector organisations working with families.
The Families Strategic Partnership (FSP) is funded by the
Department for Education and is a consortium of four charities led
by Barnardo’s and including Action for Prisoners’ Families, Children
England and the Family and Parenting Institute. We believe that
social media can help generate conversations around issues facing
families in Britain today.
The idea to produce this guide came out of work initiated by the
Family and Parenting Institute to enhance the voice of families
in developing policies that affect them. It occurred to us all that
compiling the guide would support a larger group of organisations
working with families to start using social media to:
• communicate about important work with families
• draw on the views of families and ensure their voice is heard
• influence policymaking
We hope this guide will help demystify social media and that it
encourages you to use new ways to bring your stories to life.
Kerstin Neason, FSP Programme Manager at Barnardo’s
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Hello from sounddelivery
A tweet that gets your latest campaign positive press coverage.
A Facebook page that connects families you support. Blogs that
demonstrate your impact.
I founded sounddelivery because I believe in the power of storytelling
to further the cause of organisations like yours. And social media offers
so many exciting possibilities to help you tell your story – to persuade,
engage and influence.
It’s an amazing opportunity for your organisation to punch above its
weight, to get the voices of the families you support heard and to raise
awareness of the issues they face.
However don’t be fooled into thinking that social media is the
answer to all your storytelling needs. Use it alongside your other
communications channels.
But it does provide a real opportunity for you. Now is the time to start
looking, listening and observing what like-minded organisations are
doing with social media. I hope this guide will help you decide where to
focus your social media efforts so that the families you support have an
amplified voice.
Happy reading!
Jude Habib, Creative Director at sounddelivery
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Social media essentials
What is social media?
Social media refers to any web-based platform through which people can
share content – text, audio, video and photographs – personal opinions, spread
news, swap perspectives and generally communicate with other people.
Interaction is the basis of social media. Readers interact with content and
people who make the content – commenting, engaging, sharing, enhancing.

Why use social media?
Half of the UK population use Facebook. Around a third use Twitter.
YouTube is the country’s second most popular search engine. In short,
not using social media means ignoring a huge number of people
who could be finding out about, championing and supporting your
organisation.
You can use social media to meet your organisation’s overall objectives to:
Raise awareness: People are chatting about everything from benefit cuts to
social work on social media. Being part of these conversations will help you reach
new audiences with your key messages.
Campaign: Whether it’s getting signatures for petitions, rallying people for an
action, or lobbying policymakers, social media is a fantastic way to influence
others to create the change you think is needed.
Fundraise: Free advertising space used to be hard to come by. But social media
allows you to: promote events and your cause; raise the profile of your
supporters’ fundraising; and, with the right approach and compelling stories, turn
an online community into active fundraisers.
Recruit volunteers/staff: Social media helps you to recruit new volunteers and
even potentially new members of staff, or if you are really lucky, celebrity
supporters might come on board.
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What are news feeds?
News feeds allow you to see when websites have added new content without
actually visiting the sites themselves because the information is delivered
straight to you. They are known as RSS (“Really Simple Syndication”). You can
subscribe to someone’s RSS feed via an RSS reader like Google Reader.
Having one on your website means you can easily promote content such
as blogs, videos or podcasts because links to them are delivered directly to
subscribers when you upload them.

What is a tag?
Tags are words that describe the content of websites, blogs, photos or
videos. They contain keywords (see glossary) which provide a useful way
of organising, retrieving and finding information. They also make it easier for
others to find your content.

What is social networking?
Social networks are groups of individuals united by common:
•
•
•
•

interests
vocations
passions
needs

Before the internet, these groups were more limited
by proximity. Online social networks mean
that people can connect with each other
“We’re finding we’re securing more
instantly, regardless of where
corporate support from companies who are
they are.
really inspired by our community approach
and the ability to engage with the cause
in a more interactive way.”
Kirsty Stephenson, Volunteer Digital Strategist
at Child’s i Foundation
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Bringing your story to
life . . . through followers
What is it?
Twitter is a free social networking and microblogging service that allows users
to send and read messages known as tweets. Tweets are text-based posts of
up to 140 characters displayed on the author’s profile page and delivered to their
subscribers who are known as “followers”.

How does it work?
Tweets are sent by logging into your account and using the “create a new
message” option on your homepage. You can also follow other people so that
their tweets appear on your homepage.
If you want to send a message to someone, use @ followed by their username
without a space (for instance @sounddelivery or @familyvoice) within your tweet.
All your followers will be able to see this. But if you start the tweet with “@
username”, it will only be seen by people that follow you and the other account.
You can send private messages to people who follow you by selecting ‘Direct
Message’ on your homepage.

Why use it?
PROS				
• Quick and easy ways to promote
projects and campaigns
• Direct access to your audience
• Build traffic to your website
• Network with MPs, other
organisations, journalists etc.
• Recruit fundraisers/supporters

CONS
• Risk of over-posting, alienating audiences
• Your messages can be retweeted
by anyone
• You need to post regularly – ideally three
or four times a day
• Posts go to all of your followers, regardless
of whether you delete them later
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Who else is using it?

Whizz-Kidz
Engages with supporters by thanking
them for comments, raising awareness
of their fundraising and retweeting
their posts. Happy to promote other
organisations.

Dogs Trust
Three people tweet from this account
who are introduced in the Twitter profile. It
means they use the first person in posts
which adds to an informal tone of voice.
Great links to content including pictures
from their thousands of followers.

Twitter key phrases
Follow. Similar to a “friend” on other social networking sites. You “follow” people
so that you can see their tweets. Ideally you want people to follow you back and
pass on, or retweet, your messages.
Mention. Mentioning another user in your tweet by including the @ sign followed
directly by their username is called a ‘mention’. It also refers to tweets in which
your username was included.
Retweet. When you find something interesting and repost it for your followers to
see. This is how topics become popular on Twitter. It may be necessary to shorten
the original message because of the 140 character limit. It’s Twitter etiquette to use
“MT”, meaning “Modified Tweet”, when you do this. Alternatively, hover your mouse
curser over the message and click the retweet icon which will appear.
Hashtag. Within Twitter, a word written with a hash symbol before it is a hashtag.
Using hashtags makes searching for comments around a particular topic and
issue easier. For example, #nhsreforms
DM. Short for “Direct Message.” This is a private tweet sent to individual followers,
which cannot be seen by anyone else.
Trending topic. A topic that is popular on Twitter. This changes constantly, and
is usually defined by the number of identical hashtags appearing. For instance, if
many people use the hashtag #socialmedia, it will become a trending topic.
Lists. A way to organise the people you’re following on Twitter into different
groups so you can see their posts more easily.
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10 top tips
1

Choose an accurate username. For example, sounddelivery’s Twitter 		
username is @sounddelivery. This will make it easier for your audience to 		
find you.

2

Set up your account and complete your profile before posting. Add 		
an image, a link to your website and a short biography explaining who you are.

3

Announce your arrival on Twitter on other platforms. Your website, 		
Facebook, blog etc. People will share this info with their contacts, increasing
your followers.

4

Use hashtags. They will increase the amount of people who view your 		
posts as you will more frequently turn up in Twitter searches. Useful ones 		
are: #socialcare, #familyvoice, #carers, #youngpeople and #nhs. Use them
to comment on other people’s posts.

5

Reach out and send messages to organisations you find interesting. 		
Respond to questions and comments from followers. Thank them for 		
retweeting your posts. Listen to what they say to each other.

6

Be brief. Don’t worry about using abbreviations. 140 characters doesn’t 		
allow for much text and carrying an update into a second tweet is 		
usually not well regarded. But do avoid writing as if you were composing a
text message – it looks unprofessional.

7

Include links to resources but ensure that there is supporting text.
A link which has been shrunken doesn’t give a lot of information about what
it is linking to. Share images, interesting articles, your new blog posts, 		
podcasts and videos.

8

Be interested in others and you will be interesting. Increase your 		
followers by interacting with your audience – ask questions, answer other 		
people’s and speak to them as real people.

9

Follow people you want to talk to. Local MPs, groups that are doing 		
similar work to you, individuals and organisations you admire and people 		
who support your work.

10 Be yourself. It can be hard to convey meaning in a small number of words,
informal language can make this easier. If your followers don’t feel a 		
connection, they will stop following you.
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Bringing your story to life
. . . through communities
What is it?
Facebook is a social networking site which connects friends, family, business
associates and organisations. Organisations tend to use Facebook to connect with
people on a more personal level than through a standard website.

How does it work?
The first step to connecting with supporters is to create your organisation’s
official presence via a Facebook page. You can create and maintain a Facebook
page for your organisation from your personal account.
Most likely, you already have a personal profile. If you don’t, go to facebook.com
and register. Your profile must be in your personal name, not the name of your
organisation. Log into Facebook and point your browser to www.facebook.
com/pages. Click on the “Create page” button to start creating your
organisation’s fan page and choose what kind of page you would like – a cause
or community or organisation. From here you can add a description about
what you do, upload pictures to the group’s profile and post updates.

Why use it?
PROS				

CONS

• Huge potential audience for you to
connect with

• Can become stagnant if they’re not
regularly updated – ideally three
times a week

• Easy to add links and updates that
may interest the people who “like” 		
your page
• Fan pages are made for people to
connect with their audience

• Pages need to be moderated as
“fans” can post anything on your
wall if you choose to allow this in
your privacy settings		
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Who else is using it?
5 top tips

Time to Change
Active community who share their
experiences of living with mental health
problems. Provides links to Twitter, blogs,
video diaries, press releases and asks
questions about everything from the impact
of benefit cuts to TV shows featuring mental
health problems.

Broken of Britain
Very active and supportive community of
people with mental health problems or physical
disabilities. “Service users” share content and
use the space as a platform to have a voice,
speaking out about negative media coverage.

1

Post regularly. Ideally
you should be updating
your Facebook page
three times a week. Keep
updates relevant to your
audience and mention other
organisations and people in
your posts.

2

Like other pages. This
will allow you to follow what
other organisations are
doing on Facebook. Use
the search option on the
Facebook homepage to
find the organisation you
want to follow. At the top
of their page you will see a
“Like” button.

3

Ask opinions and
respond to those of
others. This will let them
know you are listening and
keep them interested.

4

Advertise events. You can
create events that are linked
to your page by clicking on
the “Events” tab.

5 Encourage people who
like your page to add
their images/ideas etc.
This helps create a sense of
community.
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Community social networking
What is it?
Subject or interest-focused social networks, often used by small organisations
or community groups to help connect their users.

Allows you to set up your own private and branded social network where you
can invite people to publish content such as weblog entries, videos, photos and
forum discussions.

PROS				

CONS

• It’s a good way to deal with the
privacy issues that many
organisations face, creating an
exclusive community of supporters.

• Private networks mean people
are less likely to stumble across
your organisation on their web 		
search.

Who else is using it?
Bowes and Bounds Connected
An online community connecting people living in the
Bowes Park area of London. Local people can sign
up using the bigger social networks to connect with
neighbours organising events in their area.

A career social networking site which allows you to network with people you know
and want to connect with in your professional life.

PROS				

CONS

• Good for marketing and PR,
recruitment, to drive people to your
website and to connect with 		
professionals you can partner with.

• You can’t prevent people from
seeing your connections so if you’re
not keen to share your contacts this
could be a problem for you.
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Bringing your story to
life . . . through words

BLOGGING

What is a blog?
The word ‘blog’ comes from ‘weblog’. It’s a personal website on which
someone regularly records their opinions or experiences, creates links to other
sites or material such as images or audio.

How does it work?
Entries, displayed in reverse chronological order are written in a conversational,
friendly style. Readers can usually comment on the content of blogs and the
writer can respond.
You could host your blog on your own site, but there are several advantages
to using a separate blogging platform. (See below). For example, using
an established blogging tool means that search engines will index the site,
increasing the number of people who will be pointed towards your blog. It’s very
easy to link your blog to your existing website by adding a simple link.

Blogger
One of the longest-established blog sites, Blogger is a Google-owned
blogging platform. The system is free to use, and allows up to 100 bloggers to
write on one individual blog.
WordPress
The most popular blogging platform today. You can use it for free or get a paid
for version that can also act as a content management system for your website.
Tumblr
Popular Twitter-like blogging platform hosting lots of shorter blogs using
photos, quotes, links, chats, audios and video, which can be “reblogged” or
posted again by others.
Posterous
Platform which gives users a personal email address to which they can email
content that will automatically post a blog entry. The mobile version allows you
to upload directly from your phone.
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Who else is using it?

Chill 4 Us Carers
Uses a blogging format to communicate
news affecting carers in short posts.
Allows readers to share via Facebook
and Twitter.

BLOGGING

BritMums blog
UK’s largest network of parent bloggers
which is honest, funny, diverse and
regularly updated. Looking for parents to
blog about charities, raising money and
awareness.

5 top tips

1

Ask questions. Blogs aren’t just one-way communication. Encourage 		
others to interact with you.

2

Think about tone. Be personable, rather than formal and stuffy. Use plain 		
English and avoid jargon.

3

Be real. Write about experiences, personal views, things that have made 		
you sit up and pay attention

4

Share. Use your blog to link to others, and share key points of information 		
relevant to your topic. Include pictures to bring your words to life.

5

Diversify. Write different types of blogs regularly: lists, how to articles,
top tips, summaries and reviews.

Getting started
Use other social media to find blogs. Twitter, your networks,
recommendations on blogs (called “blogrolls”) and google.com/blogsearch
will help you find other blogs to read.
Read other people’s blogs. Consider the style they use and their tone.
Comment on other people’s blogs. It will show you’re listening.
Remember to include a link back to your blog.
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Bringing your story to life . . .
through sound

AUDIO

What is it?
Audio refers to content that you can hear. A podcast is an audio file, usually
hosted on websites or blogs, which can be subscribed to, listened to online or
downloaded to a computer for people to play at their convenience.
It’s possible to create great audio content using your iPhone or smartphone.

How can audio be used?
Audio can be used for:
•
enhancing press releases
•
capturing case studies
•
highlighting policy and campaigns
•
documenting events

How does a podcast work?
Listeners subscribe to an audio feed using a website such as iTunes, a digital
media player that lets you organise your music, movies, TV shows etc. on
your computer and add them to your iPod or iPhone. Once subscribed, your
computer will automatically download any new audio that is added.

Tools to help you
AudioBoo
Allows people to record and upload audio that can then be shared via
other social networks. Audio can be recorded and uploaded straight
from your phone or computer, allowing you to become a “social
reporter” at events – where a group of people interactively and jointly
contribute to some form of reporting, in text, photos, images or video.
SoundCloud
An online audio distribution platform which allows collaboration,
promotion and distribution of audio recordings.
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Why use it?
PROS				

CONS

• Creates engaging content

• Can be time consuming

• Can showcase a more human side
to your organisation

• Can’t control what happens to
the content once it is online

• Increases accessibility, particularly
if transcripts are provided
• Content is re-useable
• Can be passed on to third parties
– newspapers, radio stations etc.

Who else is using it?
Big Lottery Fund
They use podcasts on their website to
demonstrate the impact of their work,
including this one which features profiles
of two organisations which received
funding. They open with a narrator’s voice
and feature project workers and families.

AUDIO

Family Holiday Association
Use podcasts and audio slideshows
featuring families talking about how
the charity supports them by providing
short breaks. The audio has been
used by the media.

3 top tips

1

Get your supporters involved. Audio works best when it features the
families that you work with. Their words tell your organisation’s story best.

2

Re-use content. Once you have an audio file, make sure you share it
across your organisation: with your press team, with fundraising (who
could use links on funding applications), on Twitter, Facebook, your
website etc.

3

Exploit opportunities. If you have an event coming up which families you
support are attending, take along your computer and a recording device
or your smart phone and interview them for great audio content.
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Bringing your story to
life . . . through pictures
What is it?
Flickr is an online storage website that lets you manage and share images
and short videos.

How does it work?
Flickr allows you to give each image a title, a description and tags, which make
it easy for people to search by keywords. You can also decide whether to make
your images public.
Flickr allows you to store images in different folders. So you might set up
different folders for each service you run or individual projects. You can also
create an open group to which other users can add images. Bloggers use it to
host images that they embed in their posts and social media.

Why use it?
PROS				

CONS

• Creates an online archive that is
easily accessible to your audience

• You can’t control what other
photographers upload to your 		
group unless you restrict access
to the public

• Reach – your pictures are viewed by
people who might otherwise miss
them
• Allows you to embed and update
pictures easily on other sites, such
as Facebook
• One of the most powerful free
image storage and sharing sites
online.

• Large groups can drift from
their core purpose without proper
moderation
•  You may be tagged in photos you
don’t want to be associated with
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3 top tips

Who else is using it?
1

Grow your photo
library. Flickr
groups, known as
“pools,” allow your
followers to add
their own photos
to a moderated
group, meaning you
can collect relevant
images that you
otherwise wouldn’t
be able to.

2

Share your
photostream. The
Flickr community is
not the only place
where people can
see the photos you
post to the site. Flickr
makes it easy to
share photos across
all social media
platforms.

3

Use tags. All images
should be correctly
titled and tagged to
make full use of the
web search potential;
don’t just upload
images and leave
them by the default
filename.

Barnardo’s
Encourages supporters to upload photos
from events. Also has subgroups for specific
fundraising with a huge archive of photos dating
back to 2007.

Child’s i Foundation
Regularly updated photostream featuring
the children the charity supports, as well as
supporters’ fundraising events and including a
good idea for “Supporter of the Week”.

NSPCC
Ran a photography competition asking
people to take a photo to support their ‘All
babies count’ campaign. They received over
400 entries and posted their top 50 on Flickr.
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Bringing your story to life . . .
through video
What is it?
YouTube and Vimeo are two examples of video hosting websites.

How does it work?
Video is a powerful medium. It is attention-grabbing and stimulating, and thanks
to modern technology, it is now relatively cheap and easy to produce your own
content.
You will need to film the video, then edit, upload and embed it onto your own
content.
There are tools which help you share your videos. These include:
A hugely popular website which allows you to upload and share
videos including video blogs and short films. Most of the content
on YouTube is uploaded by individuals. Organisations can also
embed videos onto their own website or other social media sites via
YouTube.
A video-sharing website on which you can upload, share and view
videos. Useful for uploading high quality and long videos.

Why use it?
PROS				

CONS

• Can showcase a more human
side to your organisation

• Time consuming

• Creates a huge amount of traffic to
your website in a short time
• Content is re-useable. You can
share your videos on Facebook
or with the press

• Can’t control what happens to the
content once it is online
• You need to purchase some
equipment to film videos and have
the software to edit them
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Who else is using it?

droptheweapons.org
This anti-knife and gun crime charity
created an interactive film that allows
you to decide what happens next.
You can even decide how the film
ends. This puts the viewer in the
victim’s shoes.

Action for Prisoners’ Families
Filmed an award winning 20-minute drama
Missing Out showing the impact that
prison and crime has on families. The video
has been used for training and mentoring.
This excerpt on YouTube has a link to the
charity website.

Audio Slideshows
What are they?
A merge of still images with an audio soundtrack. An engaging way to get your
message across. Increasingly being used by charities as a lower cost alternative
to video as it is generally easier to produce.

How do you use it?
Audio slideshows are usually created by putting together your audio in an
audio editor, such as Audacity, then importing it into a video editor, such as
Windows Movie Maker where still images are added.
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Bringing your story to life . . .
in the future
Emerging social media
Things change fast in social media. New tools are emerging all the time, some
of which might help your organisation further its mission.
foursquare: Social network where users “check in” to
locations using GPS technology on their smartphones to
share their location with others online. As the owner of a
location, you can take control of it and see who has been
checking in there. This is useful if you do outreach work,
have an office people visit or other services that might be
useful to direct them to.
Google+: Search engine Google’s own social network which
allows posting and features “circles” of friends who share
information. Good for search engine optimisation which
means more families will be able to discover your website and
find out what you do. Through it you can send text messages
to a specific group of people, great for connecting volunteers.
Pinterest: A virtual pinboard. Like Twitter with images, this
social network allows users to post pictures for others to
share and comment on. It’s becoming popular and could rival
Flickr for image sharing.
Yammer: Social network where employees can
communicate, collaborate and share information. It’s private:
ask a question and get quick answers from experts within
your company.
Instagram: Artistic photo sharing tool which allows you to
upload pictures from your smart phone. A way to get your
supporters engaged that provides you with good imagery.
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Who else is using it?
Breakthrough Breast Cancer
They linked up with retailer Marks & Spencer on a foursquare
promotion. Marks & Spencer donated £1 to the charity for each of
the first 25,000 people who checked in at one of their stores.
Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and Northumberland
Using Pinterest’s pinboard to showcase the different aspects of their
work, including fundraising and events.
Monmouthshire County Council
The council had a request for an online bulletin board from its foster
carers. So they set up an award-winning Yammer group for foster
carers to share stories and ideas and support each other in a safe
environment.

“Did you know that one
‘like’ on Facebook can be worth £5?
This stat from JustGiving works on the
assumption that a certain proportion of our
supporters on Facebook are likely to donate,
and spreads the amount of an average donation
across all of them. Therefore building communities
on these platforms can produce financial returns –
often the best kind for charities.”
From The CharityComms Guide to Social Media
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Social media + traditional media
= coverage for your organisation
Why the media needs your content
With the advent of social media, journalists have a whole lot more work to do.
They need to update their website with content and their social media channels,
at the same time as doing their day job. It’s why they want your content and
need it. You have access to people that bring the issues they feature to life.

Using “service users” in your content
to get media coverage
Your beneficiaries are your best media ambassadors and spokespeople. Their
story is the first thing a journalist will ask for when you pitch an article to them.
Social media allows you to source, create and deliver the human interest stories
that will get your organisation the media coverage it deserves.

Who’s doing it?

Carers UK
Members of Carers UK featured in a
picture story on guardian.co.uk with text
detailing how being a carer has affected
their lives.

Families Activity Breaks
Families who have lost a loved one
in military service go on holiday with
people who have experienced similar
bereavement. Their stories featured on
the BBC’s Woman’s Hour.
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Your checklist for using social media
to get into the media
1

Put out a call out for media volunteers on Twitter, Facebook
and other social media channels. If you are launching a
campaign or tackling a particular issue it helps to have a bank of
people willing to talk about their experiences and be photographed.

2

Don’t forget multimedia. Media websites encourage charities
to send them stories which include multimedia files – for example
audio, video and photographs.

3

Use all your communication channels to cross-promote your
content. So if you have a new blog post, tweet it to your network
and press contacts, update your Facebook and have a related picture
of Flickr.

4

Use media consent forms. Make sure you get people who feature in
your content, including photographs, to sign clear consent forms that
cover internet and media use.  

5

Build a database of key journalists. Use mainstream media and
social media to do this. Many journalists are on Twitter.

“I start my working day by
checking my Twitter account to see
what people are saying and I often follow up
stories I read about. I’m not sure why, but a lot of
charities don’t seem to figure multimedia content
into their communications strategy – but we definitely
want it! I especially want to hear grassroots’, or service
users’, perspectives. We want blog posts, images,
pieces of audio, YouTube videos – all sorts!”
Clare Horton, Contributing Editor,
Guardian public services networks
@clare_horton
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Confidentiality and privacy settings
Many social media channels are available to the public unless you
choose otherwise. It’s therefore vital that you only share information that you
want to be in the public domain, especially if you work with vulnerable people.

Privacy
Before you start using social media tools, you should familiarise yourself with the
privacy settings so you can be sure about who can and can’t see your content.
Facebook: Adjust your privacy settings and use the “Audience selector” tool to

control who you post to. The new “Timeline” format means past posts will be
visible to the public unless you amend your privacy settings. Click here for more
advice.
Closed and open groups: Many social networks such as Ning, Flickr, Twitter
and Facebook allow you to choose who can see your content. Keeping groups
public opens up your content to a wider audience but you might think it’s
appropriate to limit who can see your content.

Social media policies
It’s up to you and your colleagues at your organisation to decide whether you
need a policy on social media. It’s important to make sure that everyone has
agreed boundaries but also that your social media presence isn’t bound by too
much red tape. It might be better to outline what people should do, rather than
what they shouldn’t. For example “Do use appropriate language”. But some
things to consider are:
•
•
•
•
•

Offensive language
How much you reveal about the people you work with
What employees say about your organisation on their personal social media
Whether employees should “friend” “follow” or “connect” with service users
How to respond to negative comments  and if you should have some
“house rules” for moderating social networks

For more support developing your social media policy, visit:
Policy Tool for Social Media – http://socialmedia.policytool.net/
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Managing social media
Putting together a social media strategy
Before you launch your social media presence it’s useful to put together
a brief document outlining what your aims are. This will help you figure
out which social media tools are right for your organisation and set some
ground rules too.
Questions to consider are:
• What are you trying to achieve?
• Who are you trying to reach?
• Which is the best social media platform to achieve your goal and
reach your chosen audience?
• Could you achieve this better within your organisation’s website?
• How much time and resources will social media take, and who will
be responsible for on-going maintenance?
• How will you brand the content to ensure that it is credited as
coming from your organisation?
• Does this fit with the overall goals of the organisation?

Be realistic about how long it will take
While it is relatively easy to learn the basics and get your organisation’s
social media presence up and running, keeping your accounts active
(regularly updating blogs, sending messages out on Twitter etc.) takes
time. You’ll need to put aside half an hour or so every day to spend on your
chosen social media applications.
That said, every tool mentioned in this guide can be managed by more than
one person. If you can, allocate the workload to several members of your
team by sharing passwords or adding moderators which is easily done
through the settings of most of these tools.
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Resources that will help
Bit.ly: A tool that creates short versions of web links that you can share through
your social media applications.
Twitter apps: Downloadable software applications that allow you to use Twitter
without having to open your browser. Some options include TweetDeck,
Tweetie and Twhirl.
HootSuite: Tool that allows you to manage all of your social media accounts in
one place. Control all of your accounts on the move with the mobile version.
TweepsMap: Device that lets you find where your Twitter followers are located
around the globe.
Social bookmarking: Websites which organise pages on the internet that
you and other people mark as favourites so they’re easier to manage and
find. Websites include Del.icio.u, Diigo or Digg.
Google alerts: Email updates of the latest relevant Google results based on
your requested search terms. You might want to set one up for the name of
your organisation, for example.

How do you evaluate success?
It’s important to remember that though social media may appear to be free,
it needs investment – your time – to make it work for your organisation. And
this should not come at the expense of other communication channels, such
as email, which you may have tested already and know are effective.
Think about what social media success looks like and how you can measure
it. This will depend on your organisation’s overall objectives and may relate
back to campaigning, fundraising and raising awareness.
You could consider if outcomes might be:
• more e-newsletter/petition/volunteer/supporter sign ups
• more returning website visitors
• longer time on your website pages
• likes, mentions, shares, retweets
• comments on posts
• more followers or fans
• donations
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Tools to help you measure social media success
MentionMapp: Fantastic visualisation tool that tracks who you speak to most on
Twitter, who their closest contacts are, and what they’re also talking about.
Facebook Insights: Great analytics showing who has liked your Facebook page,
including trends over time, and demographics.
The Archivist: Find out who mentions you most on Twitter, and other great visual
insights.
Klout: A tool that analyses your style and influence across social networking sights.
Twitter Counter: Analyse your Twitter account’s growth of followers, following and
tweets, and compare it to that of others.
(Credit: CharityComms Guide to Social Media for Charities)

“I started to measure our
social media output in terms of a
numbers game, but I’ve begun to value
the richness of the conversation (and hopefully
conversion) a little more. I’ve used Twitter and
Facebook to have an open discussion around
issues. Keep a note or collection of ‘best’
exchanges, feedback and impact/reach to show
senior staff the real impact social media has.”
Rob Dyson,
PR & Online Engagement Manager
at Whizz-Kidz
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Your 10 point checklist
1

Agree aims. Why do you want to use social media? It’s best to be
clear at the beginning, so everyone knows what your aims are and
wants to help achieve them.

2

Think about what success looks like. You don’t necessarily need
to have targets, but do think about how you will measure your social
media work.

3

Set some ground rules – or not. Decide whether you need a
social media policy and what it needs to cover. It might be better to
outline what people should do, rather than what they shouldn’t.

4

Plan your time. Though many tools are free, you and your
colleagues will need to invest your own time to use them.

5

Do some research. There are lots of tools out there that could help
you to achieve your organisation’s mission. This guide will help kick
start your research to help you decide what might work for you.

6

Think about language. How do you want to present yourself in
social media? Make sure the language you use is appropriate for the
audience you are talking to and that it reflects your organisation’s
tone of voice.

7

Involve the families you work with. One of the best things about
social media is that it can help give the people your organisation
supports a voice. They will tell your story much better than you can.

8

Share content. Content can be used across social media – and
don’t forget to share it with journalists.

9

Build social media into your communications strategy. Use it
to complement what you know works. For example, e-newsletters.

10 Interact. Remember that social media should excite, engage and
make people feel closer to your cause so they want to take action.
Share your story, ask questions and talk to others.
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Glossary
Aggregator. Software that
collects news from websites,
podcasts and blogs and delivers
them to you in a simple format,
usually by email or a chosen
personal homepage. Sometimes
referred to as a “news reader”.
Blog. The word ‘blog’ comes
from ‘weblog’. It’s a personal
website on which someone
regularly records their opinions
or experiences, creates links to
other sites or to material such as
images or audio.
Keywords. A word or words
identifying something on a web
page. They are specific terms
used by people to search for
something on the internet.
Microblogging. Web-based
service which allows the user to
broadcast short messages to
others who have chosen to see
their messages. Twitter is the
most common microblogging
service.
New media. An older term for
social media which refers to
interactive online media such as
social networks, blogs, podcasts
and bookmarks.

News feed. List, displayed in
reverse chronological order,
of updates to your friends’
activities on social networking
and microblogging sites.
Old media. Traditional ways
of communicating, such as
TV, radio, newspapers etc.
Also referred to as “traditional
media”.
RSS. Stands for “Real Simple
Syndication.” A system which
automatically finds articles,
information and content from
any site and brings it to you
if you subscribe to receive it.
Blog updates, new podcasts
etc. are delivered either
by email or to a personal
homepage, such as iGoogle.
Social media. The name
given to new ways of
communicating online, such
as social networks, podcasts,
blogs etc. Interactivity – as
opposed to the passive
reading of information – is the
defining feature of social media
tools.
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Glossary

Further information

Social Network. Internet
applications such as Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter which help
you to connect and interact with
friends and audiences.

KnowHow NonProfit: Website
with lots of top tips on how to run
an effective and successful nonprofit organisation.
www.knowhownonprofit.org

Spam. Unsolicited emails,
blog comments and online
messages, usually selling a
product or attempting to divert
traffic to a website.
Status. An online description
of what you are doing, used
primarily on social networking
sites such as Facebook, e.g.
“John is going out for lunch”.
Streaming. When audio or
video files are watched online,
within a browser, rather than
downloaded to a computer.
Tags. Words that describe the
content of websites, blogs,
photos or videos. Tags contain
keywords which provide a useful
way of organising, retrieving and
finding information. They also
make it easier for others to find
your content.

Learning Pool: Online community
of people working in the public
sector. www.learningpool.com
The CharityComms Social
Media Guides part one
and two: CharityComms, the
professional membership body
for charity communicators, has
produced two fantastic guides to
social media.
The JustGiving Guide to Social
Media Fundraising:
The online fundraising site has put
together a best practice guide for
using social media to raise money.
Third Sector PR and
Communications Network.
A Facebook group for people
working in communications in
charities, offering peer advice, tips
and recommendations.
Social Websites and
Collaborative Tools – (A handy
crib sheet). A useful two-page
document of 10 social media
categories, including websites
such as Wikipedia, from social
media expert Paul Webster.
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harnessing the power of digital media

sounddelivery is an award-winning digital media training, production
and consultancy company with a passion for digital storytelling.
Sign up for the sounddelivery digital update to receive inspiring
examples of great multimedia content and campaigns.
You can sign up at www.sounddelivery.org.uk
@sounddelivery
www.facebook.com/sounddelivery

How, in 140 characters, has social media benefitted
your charity?
Separated Families @CSFcomms
We used social media to help parents visualise what a weekend
away with their children may feel like http://goo.gl/iyPbM
Carer Support Wilts @carerswiltshire
It’s enabled us to network quickly & effectively with other charities
& organisations both local to Wiltshire and nationally.
BDFA @BattenDisease
As a rare disease raising awareness is crucial to core aims of
supporting families & research into cure for #battendisease
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